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Edit Comments Part Elite sets are bundles of cosmetic items in Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six Siege that can be purchased for 1800 Credits . First introduced into the Operation Red Raven extension, each set includes a unique look, gadget skin, Operator map, charm, weapon skin, and a
victory animation. New sets are released from time to time throughout each extension. Religion[edit] Unreleased[edit source] Operator Promotional In-Game Content KaliMasterframe Prototype I Operator Promotional In-Game Content FoxPLACEHOLDER 200px 150px 260px Trivia[edit |
edit source] Sledge's Elite Set, L Detachment, is based on World War II predecessor of modern Special Aerospace, the L Detachment With the Elite Set, Sledge's Breaching Hammer becomes a round hammer similar to that used in the traditional Scottish hammer-throwing sport in the
Scottish Highland games. Thatcher's Elite set, Operation Nimrod, is based on the Special Aerospace during the Iranian Embassy, which launched an attack on the embassy codenamed Operation Nimrod. Mute's Elite Set, F Squadron, is based on the F Squadron of the Special Aerospace,
whose forces come from the GHQ Switch regiment, a WWII-era reconnaissance and signals unit also known as Phantom. The symbol of the F Squadron Set shown on the operator map is the White Rose of York; it refers to the fact that Mute is born in York, England. IQ's Elite Set,
Reunification, is based on the 1970-80s green West German police uniform designed by designer Heinz Oestergaard, specifically the leather motorcycle suits that featured white stripes. The name of the Elite set refers to the German reunification of 1990. The special cassette player model
for the Electronic Detector in the Reunification Set is marked with the words Gehender Mann, which literally translates to Walking man in German, a play on the name of the Walkman series of portable media players. Kapkan's Elite Set, Vympel, is based on Spetsgruppa V during the Soviet
Afghan War. Spetsgruppa V, also known as Vympel (literally pennant in Russian), is a Russian special forces group, formerly among the KGB and now under the FSB. The Vympel uniform features a blue-and-white Telnyashka, an undershirt origin of the Imperial Russian navy commonly
worn by Russian special forces. The Vympel set renamed Kapkan's EDD to EDD MK I (usually EDD MK II), suggesting that the new model of the EDD is an older version of it. Fuze's Elite Set, 2nd Shock Army, is based on the 2nd Shock Army of the Soviet Union during World War II. The
uniform features the SN-42 steel body armor used during World War II. The arms sheet of the Elite set, Arzamas-17, is based on the former name of the Russian closed town of Sarov, Arzamas-16. The skin for the 6P41 features the phrase Fuze the draped in the bottom of the feed tray
cover several times (visible when rebooting), referring to the community meme of Fuze killing the hostage with his gadget. The cluster load skin includes a Russian writing Держитесь там! (Derzhites' tam!), which roughly means Hold on there! The Mother Land skin for the Shield in the 2nd
Shock Army Set is marked with Russian initialism ШИСБр (SHISBr), which refers to Soviet assault engineering and combat brigade (Russian: Штурмовая инженерно-сапёрная бригада, Shturmovaja inzhenerno-sapernaja brigada), which was issued the SN-42 steel body weapons during
World War II. The Motherland skin includes tally marks counting to eleven. The Arzamas-17 sheets though feature the word СПЕЦНАЗ (Spetsnaz) written in Russian. The name of the Cluster Charge skin in the set is Ura, which is a Russian fight crying. Glaz's Deadly Burger uniform
includes a bracelet with the Russian word for police (полиция), suggesting the set was based on a plainclothes police sniper. The set's OTs-03 weapon skin is marked with the phrase Собственность МВД/Полиция — Тактический отряд снайперов, meaning MVD Property/Police —
Tactical Sniper Squad. Tachanka's Slava Korolyu sets name, Слава Королю translates to Glory to the King. The set's uniform has several tattoos on his body, one of them bearing Finka's name. The special skin for Smoke's Armor Plates bag in the Gendarmerie Elite Set includes a guide
marked with Operation: Smoke Mine, referring to the internet meme Smoke Mine. [1] The special skin for the armor bag also includes a list of steps written in French under its cover: Étapes à suivre (Steps to Follow) 1)Déposez le sac par terre avant le combat (Put the bag on the ground
before the fight) 2)Communiquez verbal avec vois alliés (put the bag on the ground before combat) 2)Communiquez verbal avec vois alliés (put the bag on the ground before combat) 2)Communiquez verbal avec vois alliés (put the bag on the ground before combat) 2)Communiquez verbal
avec vois alliés (Communicate orally with allies) 3)Prenez une armure (Take an armor) 4)Assurez-vous que toutes les armures soient prises (Make sure all armor is taken) The special skin for the armor bag also includes a sign written in French at the bottom of the bag , visible when all
armor is taken. Attention! Si vous pouvez lire ce message (If you can read this message) cela veut serious que (that means that) toutes les armures ont été prises. (all the armor was taken.) Il est important de ne pas détruire ce bag. (It is important not to destroy this bag.) Rapportez-le à:
(Report it:) Brig.-Gen. Jean-François Arseneau Jean-François Arseneau is a character rigger at Ubisoft who worked on Rainbow Six Siege. [2] Pulse's Elite Set, Lucky is based on the appearance of the character Travis Bickle from the 1976 film Taxi Driver. The Elite Set is named after the
nickname of the United States' 7th Armored Division, Lucky Seventh. The on the Lucky Seventh uniform is based on the American World War II tanker jacket, with the 7th Armored Division and Corporal Shoulder Insights. The symbol of the Lucky Seventh Elite Set set set on the operator
map is the emblem of the American Tank Destroyer Battalion of World War II. Hibana's Elite Set, Onkochishin, is named after the Sino-Japanese four-character idiom, 温故知新 (Hiragana: おんこちしん, rōmaji: oncochishin), meaning Learning from the past. The Elite Set itself is based on a
female Kyūdō archery uniform, with the set's victory animation based on Kyūdō's pull-and-release technique. Hibana, however, performs the technique left-handed, even though Kyūdō is strictly right-handed. Blitz's Elite set, Panzerstarke, means loosely Tank Strength in German. Smoke's
Elite Set, Sanguine Arsenic, has marked the structural formula of the chemical Arsole on its jacket. Its presence is probably a visual pun on the British vulgar snake, arsehole. Lesion's Nano-Tox 32 uniform is marked with the phrase 專利原型233 on its front and back, meaning Patented
Prototype 233. In Mira's Inspiración set, her hat was decorated with a clockwork emblem, illuminated the markings 40°26'04 N, 3°43'45 W, and Tu Padre (illuminated). The coordinates correspond to a bunker in the Parque del Oeste in Madrid, Spain, left over from the Battle of Ciudad
Universitaria in the Spanish Civil War. The emblem of the set, as seen on the Operator map and some of the weapon sheets, features the date 28.3.1939, which is the day when the Spanish Civil War ended. The name of Ela's elite sets Huk Sztuki loosely translating to Rumble of fine arts in
Polish. Ash's Tomb Raider elite set is a reference to Lara Croft's original outfit. The set was created in conjunction with the series' current developer of the Crystal Dynamics. The name of Zofia's elite set Duch Bojowy translates loosely to Fighting Spirit in Polish. The set itself is based on the
parade uniform of the Polish Air Force. Caveira's Elite Set Mata-Leao is named after Mata leão (relieved. lion killer), a nickname for behind naked chokes in Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu. Echo's Elite Set, Tenkamusou, is named after the Sino-Japanese four-character idiom, 天下無双 (Hiragana: てんか
むそう, rōmaji: tenkamusō), which means supreme or peerless. Religion[edit] Bold text Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Note: It should only be used to report spam, advertising and problematic (harassment, fighting or rude) posts. During the
Rainbow Six Siege Pro League finals in Japan at the weekend, Ubisoft revealed that Capitão would be the next operator receiving an Elite cosmetic set. His Elite set, called Responsa, depicts a younger Capitão from early in his career. The Elite sets trades its tactical gear for a simple
jeans, jeans, a full hair. To see when you can pick it up and how much it will cost, read below. Ubisoft has not officially announced when the Responsa Elite set will be available, but we can make a good guess based on what we know. Ubi said the skin will release shortly after the launch of
Operation Shifting Tides. There is also no official release for Shifting Tides, but based on Ubi's typical release schedule, it is likely to begin in the first week of December. With that in mind, expect Capitão's Elite set to release early-to-mid-December. (Image credit: Ubisoft) Capitão Elite skin
priceCapitão's Elite set is likely to cost the same as every other Elite set: 1,800 R6 Credits. That amounts to about $15 when you buy bundles of 1,200 and 600 credits. If you are a Year 4 Pass holder, the Elite set is discounted to 1,620 credits. Since you can only buy R6 Credits in bundles,
Year Pass holders will probably still need to buy the full $15 credits. What everything is included in Capitão's Elite set? The Responsa Elite set comes with the casual Capitão headgear and uniform of his time working in the favela of Brazil (don't worry, he still has the eyepatch). weathered
golden weapon skin for its tactical crossbow, Para-308 assault rifle, M249 LMG, and PRB92 sidearm. The set also includes the Elite Capitão chibi weapon charm, which can be attached to any weapon in the game. Finally, you get the football judges victory animation seen in the trailer
above. Victory animations are only seen if the skin is used on the round your team wins the game and you're the MVP, so it's especially rare to see one pop-up. On.
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